Y1129 Steel Modesty Panel Assembly Instructions (MMP6016-SLV)

Note: Holes are not predrilled on the underside of the worksurface due to the self-threading design of the pointed tip, coarse thread wood screws provided. The four wood screws will ensure a strong hold when screwed directly into the wood.

Positioning of the modesty panel is left to the personal preference of the user. It can either be placed flush to the front edge of the desk, or, set back several inches from the front edge.

Step 1: Modesty Panel is easiest to attach when desk is upside down. Attach the two angled brackets to the modesty panel itself with the four bolts and washers provided. Screw silver caps on other side of panel once done.

Step 2: Next, measure your desktop and determine if you want your panel to overhang, be flush with, or be inset from the edge of the desktop. Line up modesty panel and mark holes where the angled bracket will attached to the underside of the desk.

Step 3: Using a screwdriver or drill, attach the bracket by screwing the pointed wood screws into underside of the desk, over the marks. Once done, with a helper turn the desk upright.

List of Hardware:

| Part  | Wood Screw |

Tools Needed:
- Screwdriver or power screwdriver
- A Helper.

Questions? Please call 1-800-443-5117.
Customer Service available 8:30 - 5:00 Central Time, Monday - Friday